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Abstract—In recent years, malware aims at Android OS has
been increasing due to its rapid popularization. Several studies
have been conducted for automated malware detection with
machine learning approach and reported promising performance.
However, they require a large amount of computation when
running on the client; typically mobile phone and/or similar
devices. Thus, problems remain in terms of practicality. In
this paper, we propose an accurate and light-weight Android
malware detection method. Our method treats very limited part
of raw APK (Android application package) ﬁle of the target as a
short string and analyzes it with one-dimensional convolutional
neural network (1-D CNN). We used two different datasets each
consisting of 5,000 malwares and 2,000 goodwares. We conﬁrmed
our method using only the last 512-1K bytes of APK ﬁle achieved
95.40-97.04% in accuracy discriminating their malignancy under
the 10-fold cross-validation strategy.
Index Terms—malware identiﬁcation; machine learning; 1D
convolutional neural network

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the spread of smartphones and IoT techniques, the
share of Google ʟ
s Android OS is increasing rapidly [1]. Along
with that, malware aiming at Android OS is also increasing,
and new Android malware is found every day in the Android
application market represented by Google Play [2]. Generally,
there are three analysis methods to determine malware. They
are surface analysis, dynamic analysis, and static analysis [3].
Surface analysis investigates character strings included in the
target ﬁle. From the included character string, investigator
might detect or obtain some meaningful information of the
attack targets such as their domain, URL and so on. Dynamic
analysis investigates the behavior of applications running on
sandbox environment. This analysis is usually expensive, but
makes it easier to ﬁnd malicious communication etc. Static
analysis is a method utilizing a code information obtained by
disassembling and decompiling. For example, this analysis can
see characteristics of malicious code such as using obfuscated
variable names, functions etc. which make malware analysis
difﬁcult.
These are promising method, while they require expertise
and experience especially on software development and binary
analysis, thus they are fundamentally costly. In such backgrounds, several studies trying to detect Android malware have
been proposed by using various machine learning techniques.
Milosevic et al. [4] extracted permission information and
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source codes by decompiling of Android application package
(APK) ﬁle from M0Droid dataset [5]. They analyzed them
with typical machine learning techniques such as random
forest, logistic regression, support vector machine, and their
ensemble and they attained 0.956 in F-measure score. Yang et
al. [6] converted character strings of several ﬁles (e.g. Dalvik
executable ﬁle; executable on Dalvik virtual machine stored in
APK ﬁle.) in the target APK ﬁle into image and analyzed it by
using random forest with GIST features [7]. They evaluated
their method using datasets from Android Drebin Project [8,
9] and their original method achieved 95.51% of precision on
malignant detection task. Meanwhile, in the ﬁeld of machine
learning, studies on deep learning has gained considerable
achievements among a very diverse range of problems, and
thus is attracting attention. Under such circumstances, research
that applies deep learning techniques to the security ﬁeld has
come to be seen [10].
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) [11, 12] is a representative machine learning method in deep learning, mainly used
for image recognition problems. The most signiﬁcant beneﬁt
of CNN over conventional approach is that it automatically
obtains major features for the classiﬁcation in the process of
learning. This means that the system builder does not have to
design and implement handmade features, those are the most
essential but intractable part especially in large scale tasks. In
natural language processing (NLP) task, character-level CNN
(CLCNN) [13] or one-dimensional CNN (1-D CNN) has been
used and showed excellent results [14]. CLCNN, as the name
imply, is a CNN specially designed for text processing and
it convolves character strings in a one-dimensional direction.
The most signiﬁcant advantage of CLCNN to mention is its
high afﬁnity for many effective and well-known strategies
to improve the essential learning quality derived from CNN
(e.g. data augmentation, drop-out for regularization, analyzing
methodologies of feature maps for model interpretation, etc.).
The next thing to mention is that the training time is much
less than that of long short term memory (LSTM) [15] widely
used in NLP tasks. In their application to malware detection,
Huang et al. [16] converted Dalvik executable ﬁle into RGB
color image and analyzed them with CNN. They attained
93% in accuracy on this two classes classiﬁcation task. These
image conversion methods are also seen in Windows malware
detection in literatures [17-19].
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These methods imaged executable ﬁle and performed the
classiﬁcation based on it. However, there is no basis to convert
the target object, which is a one-dimensional data string,
into an image. They are not theoretically sound and require
additional hyper parameter (e.g. width of the image). Raff
et al. [20] mentioned above issues and analyzed Windows
portable executable (PE) as a character string for malware
identiﬁcation. They used a 1-D CNN and emphasized not
to miss malicious codes that is unknown where they are
embedded, and developed a method to convolve the entire
ﬁle among the available memory constraints of the GPU.
Their very shallow model uses very large kernel size of 500
and stride size of 500 for 2MB string inputs and achieves
high classiﬁcation accuracy of 94% by using global max
pooling at the end. However, their calculation cost in training
is tremendous; 16.75 hours / epoch with the latest eight GPUs,
and therefore it is inferred that the time of execution at the
client is also large. In sum, there is a concern that available
situation might be limited. We therefore, propose a fast and
accurate detection method for Android malware. Our method
only uses the ﬁrst or last N bytes code of raw APK ﬁle and
investigates them with a 1-D CNN.

TABLE I
CONFIGURATION OF OUR SUPPOSED NETWORK

input (N × 1)
Convolution (5 × 1)-32
Batch normalization
ReLU
Convolution(5 × 1)-32
Batch normalization
ReLU
Maxpool (5 × 1)
Convolution (5 × 1)-32
Batch normalization
ReLU
Convolution (5 × 1)-32
Batch normalization
ReLU
Maxpool (5 × 1)
Fully connect
Softmax
TABLE II
M ALWARE DETECTION PERFORMANCE ON DATASET I

II. M ETHOD
APK is an archive ﬁle based on Java archive (JAR) format
and, in fact, is a ZIP archive. It is composed of classes.dex
(archive of executables on Dalvik virtual machine), Android
Manifest.xml (permission information the application use), res
directory (resource ﬁles) and so on. Generally, it is highly
likely that these ﬁles contain malignant clues [21]. The actual
location of these ﬁles stored in APK ﬁle depends on conditions
and, of course, the location of malicious codes is unknown.
Raff et al. [20] presented one possible solution for fundamentally the same issue as abovementioned. However, the size of
the APK ﬁle is often several to 10 times larger than windows
binary ﬁle. Therefore their methodology cannot be applied due
to resource limitation in use in current situations as mentioned.
We therefore proposed in this manuscript that we analyzed
only the beginning or end N bytes of raw APK ﬁle with a
1-D CNN. The conﬁguration of our 1D-CNN is shown in Fig.
1. and Table I.
All the convolution layers have (32 ×) 5 × 1 kernels, and
pooling size in all maxpooling layer is 5 × 1. We applied batch
normalization [22] in every convolution layer and rectiﬁed
linear unit (ReLU) activation function is used in all layers.
Finally, the output of ﬁnal layer will be squashed with softmax
function. For evaluation, we used the 10-fold cross-validation.
III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULT
A. Dataset
We collected malware from two datasets; (1) AMD dataset
[23] and (2) Android Drebin Project dataset. The former stores
a total of 24,553 malwares and found 10 malware families have
at least 500 samples. The latter contains 5,560 applications
from 179 different malware families. These datasets only provide malware, so we needed to collect goodware dataset from
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input size [byte]

accuracy (beginning) [%]

accuracy (end) [%]

512
1024
2048
4096

94.29
93.80
92.04
93.17

95.98
96.10
96.51
93.17

other sources. We collected many APK ﬁles from Appsapk
[24] and Apkpure [25], and inspected them with a total of 62
tools provided in VirusTotal [26]. We selected a total 2,000
applications as goodware identiﬁed as suspicious or malignant
less than two tools out of 62.
In this experiment, we combined randomly choose a total
5,000 malwares from either of malware dataset (1) or (2) and
2,000 goodwares. We refer them as Dataset I and Dataset
II, respectively. We also build a Dataset I (typical) that is
composed of typical 10 types (500 × 10) of malwares from
(1) AMD dataset and abovementioned 2,000 goodwares.
B. Experiments
Evaluation of malware detection performance was evaluated
using the above datasets. In the experiments, we choose N =
512, 1024, 2048, and 4096 from the beginning and the end
of the APK ﬁle to be analyzed, respectively. The results of
identiﬁcation performance for Dataset I, Dataset I (typical),
and Dataset II are shown in Tables II, III, and IV, respectively.
IV. D ISCUSSION
Our experiments demonstrated our method attained very
promising malware discrimination performance (maximum
97.04%) even with extremely short input data size N in all
cases. We found no signiﬁcant differences among discrimination performances for two datasets. More concretely, almost
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Fig. 1. Overview of our 1-D CNN model for malware discrimination.

only analyzes a small portion of raw APK ﬁle without decompression. We conﬁrmed from our experiments using plural
datasets that malware can be identiﬁed with an accuracy of 9697% on average by only analyzing the last 1 KB (N =1024) of
the raw APK ﬁle. We assume our CNN appropriately captures
some of key features of malware, while we could not conﬁrm
them at the moment because the APK ﬁle is a compressed and
interpretation of string is intractable. We would like to analyze
further in near future.

TABLE III
M ALWARE DETECTION PERFORMANCE ON DATASET I ( TYPICAL )
input size [byte]

accuracy (beginning) [%]

accuracy (end) [%]

512
1024
2048
4096

94.26
92.68
93.55
93.22

95.40
96.48
96.14
94.00

TABLE IV
M ALWARE DETECTION PERFORMANCE ON DATASET II
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input size [byte]

accuracy (beginning) [%]
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512
1024
2048
4096
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95.71
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94.98

96.36
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94.68
95.63
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